
The 2019 Taste of Brunswick Festival World Brunswick Stew Champion, the Danieltown Stew 
Crew, cooked for Virginia legislators and officials at the 2020 Brunswick Stew Day at the 
Capitol. Pictured are Addie Bennett, mother of Stewmaster Clark Bennett, along with stew 
crew members Matthew Dark and Kyle Gee. 
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DRIVEN BY  
RESPONSIBILITY

Each year, on the fourth Wednesday 
in January, Capitol Square in 
Richmond is filled with the sweet 

aroma of a rural concoction bearing a 
name that’s synonymous with three 
centuries of Virginia history and 
tradition. 

Brunswick stew is the star of the 
show as state legislators and officials 
annually gush over the tomato-based 
mixture of meat and vegetables. The 
folks who cook it and dole it out while 
representing the “Original 
Home of Brunswick 
Stew,” Brunswick 
County, Va., also 
delight in the 
opportunity to 
share their 
rural way of 
life — and the 
many claims to 
fame that come 
with it — with 
each General 
Assembly session. 

This year, 
Brunswick Stew Day at the Capitol has a 
special affiliation as Brunswick County 
prepares to celebrate its 300th 
anniversary on Dec. 23, 2020.  

In some ways, the rural county in 
South Central Virginia is like an artifact 
of what Virginia was like all those years 
ago that has been preserved to the 
present day. That’s no accident. The 
Brunswick County clerk’s office 
maintains records back to 1732, because 
while the Union army destroyed many 
southern courthouses and records at the 
end of the Civil War, a former 
Brunswick County clerk named Edward 
R. Turnbull draped a Masonic apron 

over a stash of Brunswick’s records 
that was ultimately left intact 

before the Yankees departed the 
Brunswick County seat of 
Lawrenceville in 1864. 

Like Brunswick Stew, it’s 
just another claim to fame 
amid Brunswick County 
lore. Over more than 300 

years, the area has, among 
other things, been home to the 

British Empire’s 
westernmost 
colonial outpost, 

accommodated one of the 
epicenters of African 
American education for 
more than a century, 
housed a post office where 
people across the country 
annually send their 
valentines, boasted a five-
time state championship 
basketball program in the 
Virginia High School 
League and a football, 
baseball and softball state 
champion in the private 
school ranks, and helped 
develop a thriving 

residential lake that can only be 
described as a haven for freshwater 
recreation. 

But even as the county moves forward 
and progresses, heritage and tradition 
remain at the forefront. Agriculture and 
forestry are and always have been the top 
industries; whereas, hunting and fishing 
remain favorite pastimes.  

“Brunswick County has one 
stoplight,” says Frank Myers of 

Brunswick County, Virginia 
300 years of history, nearly  
as many claims to fame 
by Patrick Love, Contributing Writer 

Bryant Stith won two state championships as a player at 
Brunswick High School. After a long and successful playing 
career at the University of Virginia and in the NBA, he returned 
to his alma mater and coached the Bulldogs to three more.
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Gasburg, a Brunswick County 
resident of more than 30 years who 
is vice chair of the Mecklenburg 
Electric Cooperative Board of 
Directors. “That’s how rural we are.” 

It’s been that way for quite some 
time. The area became noteworthy 
in 1714 with the establishment  
of Fort Christanna, which was 
commissioned by the British Empire 
to provide protection, schooling and 
trading to American Indians, such  
as the Occaneechi, Monacan, Eno, 
Tutelo, Saponi and Nansemond 
tribes. More than 100 students 
attended a William & Mary-sponsored 
school at the fort, which today marks 
one of Brunswick County’s most-
revered historical sites. 

About 100 years after the county 
was founded in 1720, but 70 years 
earlier than the claims of stew-making 
rival Brunswick County, Ga., a camp 
cook named James Matthews was 
documented as having served a pot of 
Brunswick stew for a state legislator 
named Dr. Creed Haskins and his 
hunting party as they stayed over in 
Brunswick County in 1828. Back then, 
the stew featured small game, such as 
squirrel, as opposed to the chicken that 
mostly serves as the main protein in the 
modern era of Brunswick stew. 

Following the Civil War, 
Lawrenceville became a college town as 
home to the private, historically Black 
Saint Paul’s College for 125 years until 
its closing amid financial troubles in 
2013. The story of the college begins 
with a former slave turned priest and 
educator named James Soloman Russell, 

amid the COVID-19 pandemic. 
The timber industry also plays a 

role in the county’s rich hunting 
heritage, as many of the timber 
lands are leased to local hunt clubs 
that hunt everything from whitetail 
deer, black bear and turkey to dove, 
rabbit, raccoon and squirrel — 
although these are not often added 
to the stew these days. 

There are still multiple strong 
farming operations in Brunswick 
County, says Peggy Lee, a 28-year 
veteran of the Farm Service Agency 
and Mecklenburg Electric 
Cooperative director. The primary 
crop has always been tobacco, but 
farmers also raise soybeans, grains 
and hemp, etc.  

But Brunswick County’s main 
claim to fame remains the stew. Most 
every weekend, especially during the 
fall harvest season, stew masters 
throughout the area have their 
cauldrons bubbling, fully backed by  
the Virginia General Assembly, which 
in 1988 proclaimed Brunswick County 
to be “... the place of origin of this 
astonishing gastronomical miracle.” 

Rest assured, when this rural and 
progressive community, formed in 1720 
and maintained a heritage that stems 
directly from that time to this very day, 
is in need of a fundraiser, the “Original 
Home of Brunswick Stew” takes out its 
stewpots. 

who founded the Saint Paul Normal 
and Industrial School in 1988 to train 
African American teachers.  

Brunswick County, Va., only  
has three incorporated towns, 
Lawrenceville, Alberta and Brodnax,  
and many unincorporated communities 
that dot the Brunswick County 
landscape with names such as 
Callaville, Ebony, Edgerton, Freeman, 
Greentown, Sturgeon, Triplet, White 
Plains, Rawlings and Warfield. 

One of those communities, 
Valentines, Va., became a hub for 
lovebirds around mid-February each 
year when a former longtime 
postmaster, the late Willie Wright, 
developed a special postmark with a 
pink heart in the mid-1970s. By the 
early 1990s, it was reported that 
Wright, a former Mecklenburg Electric 
Cooperative board member, would 
stamp approximately 50,000 pieces of 
mail with the special postmark in the 
weeks leading up to Valentine’s Day. 

Valentines is just a short drive from 
the Brunswick County portion of one of 
the mid-Atlantic’s hidden treasures, Lake 
Gaston. The 20,000-acre hydroelectric 
reservoir is 35 miles long, straddling the 
Virginia-North Carolina border and 
boasting 350 miles of shoreline.  

The county’s logging industry has 
also been strong in 2020, says Myers, 
who has made his career in timber for 
decades. He says the demand for 
cardboard and paper products has risen 

MECKLENBURG ELECTRIC 
COOPERATIVE 

P.O. Box 2451 
Chase City, VA 23924-2451 

Chase City District 
(434) 372-6200 

Emporia District 
(434) 634-6168 

Gretna District 
(434) 656-1288 

Power Failure & Emergencies 
(877) 632-5688 

Office Hours: M-F, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 

Website: meckelec.org 
 

Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative is an 
equal opportunity provider and employer.

The Tobacco Heritage Trail, a series of abandoned 
railroad corridors in Southern Virginia converted into 
trails for walking, running, biking and horseback 
riding, spans more than 20 miles in Brunswick County. 
The Evans Creek Trailhead is located near a walking 
bridge over the Meherrin River. 

           On behalf of the Brunswick     
           County Board of Supervisors, we 
are excited to commemorate Brunswick 
County’s 300th anniversary. Brunswick 
County is a crown jewel in the 
commonwealth of Virginia with a rich  
and diverse history. Our establishment  
in 1720 set the course for an important 
future. We are truly committed to 
improving the quality of life for our 
residents and visitors, promoting a 
healthy and supportive environment  
for rearing children, and developing  
a thriving economy with  
successful businesses for the  
next 300 years. 
– Dr. Barbara Jarrett Harris, chair of  
the Brunswick County Board of Supervisors
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When 13 Mecklenburg Electric 
Cooperative lineworkers 
went to southern Alabama in 

September to help restore power after 
Hurricane Sally, they made lasting 
connections. 

And not just of the electrical kind. 
In turning the lights back on for 

members of hard-hit Baldwin Electric 
Membership Corp., the MEC crews 
formed a special bond with members 
left in the dark — and 
especially their children. 

“My favorite part  
was the children, they  
kept us motivated and 
determined to get the 
lights back on. They came 
on their bicycles to find  
us every morning between 
7 and 7:30 a.m.,” says 
Zach Hancock, who was 
part of three teams that 
MEC dispatched to help a cooperative 
in trouble. “They just sat and watched 
us, obviously from a safe distance, as we 
worked to restore power. They would 
bring candy, food and water, and just 
hang out wherever we were working.”  

On the other end, the children 
quickly befriended their visitors from 
Virginia, looking up to them as heroes 
of the high wires. Local resident Sara 
Haycraft, and her children, Grace, 13, and 

Grant, 11, were among many Baldwin 
EMC members who were amazed by the 
MEC crews’ devotion to duty.  

“We didn’t realize until this happened 
what it meant to be part of a co-op,” says 
Haycraft. “They were a godsend. They 
brought a hope to our neighborhood, 
especially in the kids’ eyes. It was very 
traumatizing for all of us, but especially 
for the kids. Now because of how kind 
they were, the kids have a good memory 

when they think about 
Hurricane Sally. As a parent,  
I can never repay them.” 

John C. Lee, Jr., president 
and CEO of Mecklenburg 
Electric Cooperative, praised 
the resourcefulness and 
dedication of the MEC 
workers. 

“In the middle of all that 
destruction and chaos, a 
strong, real and genuine bond 

developed between a great group of 
Alabama kids and a crew of Virginia 
linemen who were there to help things 
get back a little closer to normal,” Lee 
says. 

“In the process, they helped each 
other get through some difficult  
days: the kids without power in a 
community ravaged by Mother Nature, 
and the men who were far from home 
and their families, and powering 

through long, hard days restoring 
power.” 

ALABAMA BOUND 
A service crew and two construction 

crews spent about a week along the 
Alabama Gulf Coast, ensuring that the 
lights were back on for Baldwin EMC’s 
78,000 members. 

Team members departed from the 
cooperative’s district offices early on 
Thursday, Sept. 17, making a few stops 
along the nine-hour drive until they  
pulled into Baldwin’s southernmost  
territory later that night.  

The 13 dedicated lineworkers were: 

Chris Brame, line foreman and  
       ranking member of one  
       construction crew 

Chadd Harding, lineworker 
Mitch DeJarnette, lineworker 
Kyle Hadley, ground technician 

Andy Epperson, lineworker and  
       ranking member of the second  
       construction crew 

J.P. Sweitzer, lineworker 
Rob Clary, lineworker 
Mason Temple, equipment operator 
Justin Owen, equipment operator 

Jamie Walden, line foreman and  
       ranking member of the service crew 

Kevin Haskins, lineworker 
Zach Hancock, equipment operator 
Brandon Bingham, ground technician 

MEC Lineworkers Restore More than Power 
Through Special Bond with Alabama Kids

Zach Hancock
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The Virginia, Maryland & Delaware 
Association of Electric Cooperatives, 
based in Richmond, coordinated the 
relief response as part of its mutual-aid 
program. In all, six cooperatives from 
Maryland and Virginia sent assistance 
to Alabama. 

The deployment was one of the 
largest that MEC has sent to other 
cooperatives in recent years, but the 
need was great. Soon after the storm  
hit the Alabama Gulf Coast on Sept. 16, 
almost all of Baldwin’s 78,000-plus 
members were out of power.  

The cooperative conducted a 
damage assessment and found more 
than 2,000 broken power poles, some 
1,200 snapped crossarms, more than 
4,160 spans of downed power lines, 
and approximately 4,300 trees 
dangerously snarled in power lines. 
There was also damage to some 
transmission lines that feed power to 
the substations, and equipment in some 
locations was under water. 

Even so, there was no hesitation on 
the part of MEC employees to gather 
their gear, jump in a truck and 
help a co-op in crisis. 

“We possess a skill set that 
is well-needed not only on a 
local level, but on a national 
level as well. I feel like it’s our 
obligation, possessing that 
skill set, to help people in a 
dire need,” says Kyle Hadley. 

WHAT THEY FOUND 
The MEC crews found a lot 

of water and wind damage when they 
arrived on the job. The Category 2 
hurricane brought 100-mph winds and 
as much as 3 feet of rain to the Gulf 
Coast. 

The lineworkers just dug down and 
did their job, mounting new poles, 
restringing lines and doing whatever it 
took to restore power safely and quickly. 

“This is the way the co-op family 
rolls,” Jamie Walden says. “They help 
us; we help them.” 

Teams deployed to Fairhope, a city 
on the eastern shoreline of Mobile Bay.  

“The hospitality of Fairhope was 
outstanding,” Hancock says. “People 
were crying. One older lady went out 
every night at 3 a.m. to gas up her 
generator, and she cried when we got 
her power back up. She was so 

thankful.” 
Many Baldwin members supplied 

MEC workers with snacks and water 
as they labored from dawn until dusk 
in difficult conditions. Other young 

people helped clear brush 
and broken  
tree limbs in the safest 
possible manner.  

The flurry of activity was 
irresistible. Jack Deshazo, 9, 
and his sister Jena, 5, 
monitored the workers’ 
activities from a fort 
lineworkers helped construct 
from pine branches and 
firewood near their home just 

north of Fairhope. The Deshazos were 
without power for more than a week, 
though they had a standby generator, 
with a dozen fallen trees in the front 
yard and two downed power lines. 

“Every morning, the kids were up by 
6 a.m.,” Kathryn Deshazo says of her 
children. “They wouldn’t even brush 
their teeth. They had to go to the fort 
and see the workers.” 

J.P. Sweitzer says the 
experience was quite 
emotional. 

“The kids made being 
away from my family 
much easier. My crew 
[Emporia] met the Gretna 
district crew to tailgate 
and discuss our work plan 
when out came a little girl 

with a disability. She walked all the way 
across the yard to bring us bags of 
candy and pictures they had drawn of 
us and our trucks.  
It brought tears to my eyes,” he says. 

One enterprising youth put on a 
jacket and tie to interview four MEC 
workers for a clip that made the rounds 
on YouTube. The crew thanked the 
would-be broadcaster for the card and 
goody bags that locals supplied, saying 
the appreciation made them work even 
harder. 

By the time MEC crews returned 
home, just about every member who 
could receive service was back online, 
with all 22 substations and all circuits 

operating again. They went 
home with a goody bag and 
cup, compliments of the 
Deshazo kids. 

“When the workers left, 
the night they finished their 
work, my son Jack asked, ‘I 
already miss them. I wonder 
if we’re going to see them 
next week?’” Deshazo says. 

    (continued on page 22) 

“The kids made being 
away from my family 
much easier.” 

–J.P. Sweitzer

Kyle Hadley

J.P. Sweitzer
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NEW TEAM MEMBERS 
The kids’ contributions were so invaluable  

that they are now Honorary Mecklenburg  
Electric Cooperative Lineworkers.  

On behalf of the cooperative, Lee sent  
official MEC certificates to the helpers on  
behalf of the line crews. As he wrote in a  
letter accompanying the certificates: 

“We’re back home safely, and we’re  
telling our kids about you and the other  
cool kids we met while we were gone, and  
showing them pictures of the great friends  
we now have in Alabama … please keep 
being the great kid you are … work hard 
in school, and take good care of your 
parents! Please keep in touch and who 
knows, maybe we’ll see you again someday!” 

Haycraft says there is a larger lesson in  
the way a group of lineworkers from Virginia 
energized a community far from their homes. 
Through their compassion and positive attitude,  
they energized the spirits of everyone they 
encountered. 

“They didn’t just restore the power, but  
they made friends,” she says. “There’s so much 
negativity in our culture [today] that you  
get wrapped up in it. Before you know it,  
it hardens you. Seeing what a difference they  
made, by just being kind, really gives you  
hope at a time when we really, really need it.” 

 

Crews Respond to Hurricane Sally (continued)

MEC lineworkers 
received several 
drawings expressing 
gratitude from local 
children.

Local children stand behind their fort built with 
help from MEC lineworkers.
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Marcus Claude 

In honor of Veterans Day, we are 
featuring one of Mecklenburg Electric 
Cooperative’s employees who has and 
continues to proudly serve our country in 
the U.S. Army for over 18 years. Sergeant 
First Class Marcus Claude joined the Army in 
1999, directly out of high school, serving a 
four-year stint with military occupational 
specialties in truck driving and field artillery. 
After taking a short break, Marcus reenlisted 
in 2006 to serve in the U.S. Army National 
Reserves.  

As a reservist, he has pulled two tours of 
duty overseas; once in Iraq (2007-2008) and 
once in Afghanistan (2012-2013). Today, 
Marcus resides in Emporia, Va., and drives 
over six hours to attend training one weekend 
per month and two weeks per year in Gate 
City, Va., where he serves as an instructor for 
his battalion. During this time, Marcus works 
to instruct troops on driver training, as well 
as combat and weaponry training.  

Throughout his military career, Marcus  
has trained over 3,000 soldiers.  

Marcus is a ground technician at MEC’s 
Emporia district and spends his days working 

on the line crew serving our membership. He 
and his wife, Catrina, have three daughters, 
Mia, Markeira and Ta’niya, and one son, 
Jahviell. In his free time, he enjoys riding 
motorcycles with his brothers in the Thradul 
Rokaz Motorcycle Club, where he serves as 
president.  

Marcus states, “My military career has 
taught me responsibility and discipline; 
qualities that are important in life and in  
my position as a lineworker at MEC.”  
Marcus’ motto is, “You have to come from 
somewhere to get where you’re at,” meaning 
you may not have started off at your best, but 
when you look back, you should be better off 
than where you were before. He continues,  
“I always strive to be better. A better soldier. 
A better co-worker. A better husband and 
father.” He continues, “Working for MEC 
gives me the opportunity to be better each 
day; from our safety tailgate sessions before 
each job, to learning new things in the field 
as I work to maintain or repair the members’ 
lines. Much like the military, this job allows 
me to work cohesively with my team for the 
good of our community.” 
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address all they were forced to deal with, and I, for one, 
have tremendous confidence they are well prepared to 
meet new and unique challenges and continue to provide 
for, and protect, all of us. As a result of the COVID-19 
pandemic and actions prompted by its impact, your 
cooperative has made numerous adjustments to  
its programs and operations to maintain our business 
continuity and high level of service, while staying 
focused on the bigger mission of helping our members 
through this difficult time. We send out our thoughts  
and prayers to the families of those who have succumbed 
to the virus, and extend our best wishes for a speedy 
recovery to those now suffering from its symptoms. 

Looking back on the past 12 months, now, more than 
ever, we appreciate the trust you have placed in us as 
your member-owned cooperative. We believe our role  
to be more than just your electric provider … we believe 
our purpose and dedication, as your electric cooperative, 
goes much deeper than that. While our objective is to 
provide safe and reliable energy to you, the members  
we serve, we have a greater mission — to be a catalyst  
for goodwill and prosperity in the communities we serve. 
Concern for Community is one of our core principles and 
is a concept that’s deeply embedded in our strong culture 
of service.  

As your cooperative, we’re committed to growing our 
communities and their commerce, including supporting 
our region’s economic development efforts, and actively 
serving in the area’s chambers of commerce, and local 
industrial development authorities. Through our 
subsidiary, EMPOWER Broadband, we’re bringing high-
speed internet to our members in rural Southside Virginia 
… because no one else has delivered the quality service 
we feel you deserve, or worse still … any service at all.  
At no other time since the internet became mainstream 
has the impact of the tremendous digital divide between 
rural and metropolitan areas been more evident than 
during this time where remote learning for our youth  
has moved from a secondary resource for delivering 
education to the primary one. Yes, deploying fiber is  
a labor-intensive process, will cost tens of millions of 
dollars, the payback is decades, and it will take time to 

Holiday Greetings: From the Lee Family to Yours 

From left, Kaitie Lee, 
President & CEO of 

Mecklenburg Electric 
Cooperative John C. 

Lee, Jr., Terri Lee  
and Jake Lee.

Holiday Office Closings 
Thanksgiving 

Thursday and Friday, Nov. 26-27 

Christmas 
Thursday, Friday and Monday, Dec. 24-25, 28 

New Year’s Day 
Friday, Jan. 1 

Outage or Electrical Emergency 
1-877-MECK-OUT (1-877-632-5688)

A s the holidays approach, and 2020 nears its 
heralded end, it’s an appropriate time to reflect 
on the significance of the past 12 months. While 

it’s worth noting that this year has been a tremendously 
challenging one for us all (easily the most challenging of 
my career), we’ve all stood strong and endured its many 
tests. Like so many of you … here at your cooperative, 
we’ve risen to meet new challenges, successfully 
addressed them, and marched forward. And although it’s 
certainly easy to focus on the many difficult aspects of 
2020, we should also note that despite the seemingly 
nonstop trials and tribulations, we have all worked our 
way through the obstacles and are about to emerge on  
the 2021 side smarter and much better prepared for  
the unknown. We all certainly know more about viruses 
than we ever cared to, and we have proven that, once 
again, our nation, even when so politically divided, can 
stand strongly together in the face of a common threat. 
Could it be that the proverbial glass is half full … not  
half empty? 

We also proudly recognize that our communities,  
and the local businesses and organizations that provide 
us all goods and services, have worked diligently to 
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build … but how do you put a price on the education of 
our youth? It’s inevitable that the internet’s role in 
education and business will only grow, and we’re 
committed to investing in our communities to ensure 
you, and our youth, are well-equipped to compete and 
thrive in the future. Through EMPOWER, we’re simply 
answering a critically important call to action. 

The events of 2020 … social distancing, our offices 
being closed to the public, and our significantly modified 
annual meeting, all of which have impacted our personal 
interaction with our members … have underscored the 
strong bond we have built with those we serve, and 
remind us once again how much we value our 
relationship with you.  

We know and appreciate that it’s our responsibility to 
keep the lights on and it’s a directive that we take great 
pride in successfully fulfilling; but our passion is our 
community … because we live and work here too, and 

like you, we want to make it a better place for all to live, 
work and raise our families. Concern for community 
drives all that we do and defines our commitment to be  
a valuable, well-respected corporate citizen. No matter 
what the future holds, or what unexpected challenges  
we face, you can count on this … Mecklenburg Electric 
Cooperative will always care about you and the 
communities we serve. We believe better days are ahead, 
and we are thankful for the opportunity and privilege of 
working for your cooperative … and we are very proud 
to serve you. 

Lastly, from the Lee family to yours … Happy 
Thanksgiving, Merry Christmas and Happy New Year! 
May you and yours be gifted with blessings of health, 
love, laughter and peace in 2021, and may your homes  
be filled with the warmth and pleasure of family and 
friendship throughout the holidays and beyond.  
God Bless. 

MEC GIFT CERTIFICATE
I/ e would like to provide a credit of $_________ on 
the following MEC electric account:

(Please print) Recipient’s Name 

Recipient’s Account # or Telephone #

Recipient s Property Address

My Name        Daytime Telephone #

My Mailing Address

Mail postcard to me. 

Mail postcard to recipient with my/our name(s) as the gift giver(s).

Mail postcard to recipient, but I/we wish to remain anonymous.

1. Fill out the coupon and mail it to us with your 
check or money order payable to Mecklenburg 
Electric Cooperative, P.O. Box 2451, Chase City, VA 
23924.  

2. We will credit the recipient’s electric account 
and mail a postcard directly to the recipient stating 
the amount of the gift and who gave it (unless you 
wish to remain anonymous). Or we can mail the 
postcard to you.  

3. Your friends and family members will appreciate 
your thoughtfulness and will enjoy all the benefits 
and com fort that electricity provides.  

If you have any questions, call us at 434-372-6137. 

Give the Gift of Electricity This Year

Left: Employees, along with their families, enjoy participating in Christmas parades across our service territory to spread holiday cheer. 
Right: MEC employees have assisted Lake Country Detachment #1085 with their Toys for Tots program for over six years. Each year we 
collect between 60-100 toys to donate to those less-fortunate children in our community.

PHOTO BY TWIN CEDAR IMAGES


